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INTRODUCTION
• People with aphasia often make speech errors
• Articulatory (correct target, but pronunciation is incorrect)
• Phonological (e.g. cat -> cak)
• Lexical (e.g. cat -> dog)

• Single-word picture naming tasks (e.g. PNT) useful for classifying such deficits[1]

• Simple to administer, consistent across subjects
• No language comprehension abilities required

• PNT does not assess morphosyntactic abilities!
• E.g. plural and possessive ‘s’, word order, and other grammatical features

• Grammatical production deficits in aphasia are widely attested[2]

• E.g. agrammatism and paragrammatism[3,4]

• Some tests have been designed to measure morphosyntactic production[5,6]

• Less well controlled than picture naming tasks
• Often require overt presentation of language to cue the subject

• Goal of present study: develop a simple, well-controlled test of morphosyntactic 
production abilities without requiring language comprehension abilities

METHODS
• Similar to PNT, 60 total trials
• 5 unique nouns used: shoe, tree, cat, book, chair
• Two images presented on each trial, always the same noun
• Target image indicated by red arrow
• Subject must describe target image using a two word phrase
• Images are identical except for one property: color, size, number, or possessor
• Only two options for each property, consistent across trials
• Plural vs. singular on every trial
• Phonological and articulatory errors classified in same fashion as PNT
• Plural and possessive ‘s’ considered correct if second word of two-word

utterance contained a coronal fricative in coda position

SUBJECTS
• 31 healthy adult controls
• 33 people w/ chronic post-stroke aphasia
• Lesion data for 13 subjects presented
• Lesion-symptom analyses in NiiStat

(https://www.nitrc.org/projects/niistat/)
• 3 people with acute post-stroke aphasia
• 13 people with primary progressive aphasia

The morphosyntactic generation (MorGen) task: quantifying dissociable production 
deficits in post-stroke aphasia and primary progressive aphasia
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MORPHOSYNTACTIC VS. LEXICAL DEFICITS

DISCUSSION
• The MorGen task simply and reliably assesses morphosyntactic production abilities, as distinct 

from lexical production abilities
• Several double dissociations observed: (1) lexical vs. morphosyntax, (2) plural ‘s’ vs. possessive ‘s’, 

(3) agrammatic profile vs. paragrammatic profile
• Morphosyntactic deficits load onto dorsal stream damage while lexical deficits load onto posterior 

ventral stream damage
• Consistent with dorsal/morphosyntax vs. ventral/lexical-semantic distinction[4,7]

• Possessive ‘s’ harder to produce than plural ‘s’, consistent with linguistic analysis
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Control (31) Chronic (33) Acute (3) PPA (13)
Noun Name of Possessor Size Color Numeral Plural ‘s Possessive ‘s

Group Age Education % 
female

Controls 59.5 ±
16.7 15.2 ± 2.9  58.6%

Chronic 
stroke

66.5 ±
12.7

15.86 ±
2.17 48.5%

Acute 
stroke

71.0 ±
8.5 13 ± 1.41 100%

PPA 70.6 ±
6.7

16.22 ±
1.20 61.5%
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Lexical Conditions Morphosyntax Conditions

Plural > Poss. 
(p < 0.05)

Poss. > Plural 
(p < 0.05)

13 3

MORPHOSYNTACTIC DISSOCIATIONS
• Plural attaches to noun, possessive attaches 

to noun phrase (different linguistic profile)
• 16/49 patients show a significant dissociation

• Agrammatic profile: overall 
reduction of morphosyntax

• Paragrammatic profile: 
grammatical errors

• Two patients show clearly
opposite patterns mapping
onto this distinction with 
respect to plural ‘s’

Morphosyntactic 
Deficit
Lexical Deficit

Both

No Deficit

Individual patients: morphosyntactic conditions (plural 
& possessive ‘s’) vs. lexical conditions (all other)

Prop. 
correct

% 
correct

[4]: lexical/morphosyntax 
distinction

Group analysis (n=13) 4 case studies


